Danaos Info@GATE
Corporate Communications Suite

FEATURES
CENTRALIZED CORPORATE
SYSTEM
Integrates all information: corporate database, messages, memos
& documents

POWERFUL SEARCH ENGINE
Quick access to key company
intelligence. Word search even in
attachments.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
Corporate system with controls,
workflows, filing and sharing

MOBILE ACCESSIBILITY
Access essential information
anywhere, anytime from smartphones & tablets

FAST & STABLE
Handles enormous amounts of
data fast & efficiently

Peripherals S.A.

Info@GATE
Centralized corporate communications system. Offers full control over what you communicate in your outgoing messages via corporate procedures, authorization and approval
rights. Effectively distributes incoming messages based on user-defined policies, corporate
procedures and advanced multi-criteria message viewers. Transparent access to corporate
filing enables the user to file incoming and outgoing messages, tagging them with
keywords or even associating them with corporate information. The relational filing
integrates messages (including memos) with corporate documents in a centralized
document management system. User-defined procedures map corporate processes and
record user interactions related to documents (notifications, approvals, acknowledgments,
etc.). Advanced search on any single document property including word search in body, title
or attachments assist the user to locate in seconds the appropriate documents, related
cases, actions and tasks performed, with the capability to drill-down to the corporate
database.
Complete system handling all types of messages (email, fax, sms, memos) and documents
including pictures and videos requiring minimum maintenance. Stable and reliable, able to
handle an unlimited number of messages.

Info@GATE Document Management & Groupware features
Constitutes a central storage and filing system for all company resources that may be
accessed company-wide according to assigned users’ rights and privileges. Creation and
follow-up of workflow and processes through the creation of tasks. Assignment of
comments/actions to messages or documents. Ability to explicitly request approvals or
acknowledgement from colleagues. Generation of alerts. Shared editing of outgoing
messages. Enables text search not only in messages and imported documents, but also in
any relevant attached files.

Info@GATE OnTheGo!
The indispensable companion for professionals on the move. All your office on the
go with no compromise on security standards. Offers full access to corporate
documentation, communications and procedures. Enables you to read all
messages and related documents, compile and send messages (or even dictate
messages), perform searches, access the corporate address book, apply
workflow procedures (review, acknowledge and approve messages), view alerts
and your scheduler, and see vessel positions on maps. Native application for iOS
(iPhone, iPad) and Windows mobile tablets. Web version compatible with all

MOBILE

smartphones and tablets including Android, BlackBerry, iOS, Windows Mobile and
Firefox OS.

SHARE DOCUMENTS THROUGH DANAOS PLATFORM
Enables you to share all related documentation for a particular case with your
associates. No need to resend messages. By giving your associates controlled
access to the appropriate filing cases, they have all the necessary information to
perform their tasks.

SWIFT, RELIABLE & SCALABLE
Handles thousands of messages daily. Used by all types of stakeholders in the
shipping industry, including leading international shipbrokers who process vast
numbers of messages rapidly. Adaptable to meet the needs of companies of any
size, from family owned businesses to large corporations. Now web-based too.

INTELLIGENT COMMUNICATIONS
Personalized browsers filter out unnecessary information enabling users to focus
only on the specific cases that concern them. Message matching provides
complete case histories at your fingertips. Secure personal messages protect
confidential information. Elaborate Send Panel options facilitate and personalize
message composition.

CORPORATE INFORMATION PORTAL
One-stop integrated environment for all Danaos ship management applications.
Links all the related correspondence and documentation to your invoices, orders,
claims, non-conformities, charter parties, etc. from a single screen. No need for
laborious copying and linking.
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